FOCUS ON VISIONBLUE®
PROVEN QUALITY PROTECTED
VisionBlue® READY TO USE SYRINGES

CAPSULE STAINING TO VISUALIZE THE CAPSULORHESIS IN CATARACT SURGERY

- EXCELLENT VISUALIZATION OF THE CAPSULORHESIS IN EYES WITH MATURE CATARACT OR SMALL PUPILS
- CLEAR OUTLINE OF THE CAPSULORHESIS RIM DURING THE ENTIRE SURGERY
- REDUCED RISK OF COMPLICATIONS DUE TO AN INCOMPLETE CAPSULORHESIS
- VISUALIZATION OF THE LEADING EDGE OF A “LOST” CAPSULORHESIS

SAFETY AND VisionBlue®

VisionBlue® THE ONLY OPHTHALMIC DYE WHICH IS AN FDA APPROVED DRUG!

- THE ONLY OPHTHALMIC DYE MANUFACTURED ACCORDING TO CURRENT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE (CGMP)
- THE ONLY DYE USING HIGHLY PURIFIED TRYpan BLUE AT AN APPROVED DRUG LEVEL

VisionBlue® SAFETY STUDY’S

- VisionBlue® AND STRETCHABILITY OF CAPSULORHESIS DIAMETER. CORONEO MT, PANDEY SK. IOVS 2006 ARVO E-ABSTRACT 668
- VisionBlue® VERSUS INDOCYANINE GREEN. A CLINICAL COMPARISON OF THESE DYES FOR CAPSULAR STAINING. DAVID E. CHANG, MD, CATRACT & REFRACTIVE SURGERY TODAY – MARCH 2005

TRYpan BLUE MIGHT BE CONTAMINATED WITH ALL KINDS OF INDUSTRIAL POLLUTIONS AND IS THEREFORE NOT RISK FREE. TO PROTECT YOUR PATIENTS, USE ONLY CGMP PURIFIED TRYpan BLUE!
**VisionBlue® ADVANTAGES**

- Capsule staining is quick, easy and safe to perform
- Creates excellent staining contrast for anterior and posterior capsulorhexis
- Reduces surgical time
- Ready to use in syringe, no mixing required
- Reduces risk of complications!

**VisionBlue® APPLICATIONS**

For cataract surgery with poor red reflex

- White/brown opacity
- Corneal opacity
- Vitreous opacity
- Pigmented fundus
- Any high risk case
- Trauma cases
- Teaching trainee surgeons

**VisionBlue® AND PATENTS**

- US
  - 6,367,480 (CORNEO MT)
  - 6,720,314 (MELLES GRJ)
- Japan
  - 3953322 (CORNEO MT)
  - 3463199 (MELLES GRJ)
- Australia
  - 715620 (CORNEO MT)
  - 788951 (MELLES GRJ)
- Singapore
  - 86100 (CORNEO MT)

**VisionBlue® AND PATENTS**

Since the introduction **VisionBlue®** has a safety track record of more than 3 million surgeries!

It is the unsurpassed controlled quality control that provides the safety!